Abstract-Many of today's programs for supercomputers are designed for distributed-memory parallelism, but not for sharedmemory parallelism. As architectural trends for supercomputers suggest an ever-increasing number of cores per node, these projects must evaluate whether they can benefit from hybrid parallelism -parallelism that blends distributed-and sharedmemory approaches -and whether the costs for migrating to new architectures are prohibitive. With this research effort, we explore whether a data flow-based visualization tool could be easily migrated to a hybrid parallel setting, what the challenges are, and what benefits hybrid parallelism achieves. For results, we find that only a relatively small investment was required to transition the tool and it significantly improves performance and also reduces memory usage and communication costs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1990s, supercomputer architectures transitioned from an era of vector processing to an era of clusters made up of nodes of commodity hardware. At the beginning of this transition, it was common for each node of the cluster to have only a single CPU on each node. Over the last decade, however, computing centers have incorporated multi-core nodes into their designs: dual-core nodes, then quad-core nodes, and now frequently a dozen or more cores per node.
Unfortunately, many large software packages were designed to handle the parallelism challenges from distributedmemory nodes, but not the parallelism challenges of sharedmemory cores within a node. This is because the transition from vector processing to commodity clusters required a significant investment in designing software for a completely different architecture. Many of the resulting efforts (reasonably) focused on distributed-memory parallelism; since nodes had only a single core at the time, distributed-memory parallelism was the pressing challenge. By and large, these efforts created a Processing Element (PE) -an instance of their program -on each node and used the Message Passing Interface (MPI [1] ) for execution control, synchronization, and interprocessor communication. On platforms comprised of multi-core processors, many of these MPI-based tools simply sidestepped the issue by running a PE on each core, in effect treating each core as if were a node. In effect, the programs maintained a distributed-memory approach, assigning a PE to each core on a node and forcing cores within a node to communicate with each other using message passing.
Hybrid parallelism refers to the practice of using a combination of shared-and distributed-memory techniques, namely using distributed-memory techniques across nodes, and sharedmemory techniques within a node. The technique has the ability to improve performance and lessen resources consumed, specifically I/O, network communications, and memory. Further, from the perspective of an individual core, these resources are diminished as the number of cores increase; the algorithms we employ must be responsive to this. The benefits of hybrid parallelism, and the best way to implement the approach, has recently been an active area of research.
With this short paper, we consider a specific instance of a program designed for distributed-memory parallelism that has survived into the hybrid parallel era. The program is data flow-based and is used to visualize and analyze massive data sets. The developers of this program -as well as the developers of many other programs which also were designed only for distributed-memory parallelism -are faced with a key decision: Should they adapt their existing program? Should they start over from scratch? Or should they do nothing? We attempt to inform all three questions by exploring the approach of modernizing an existing program to deal with multi-core nodes, including the costs and benefits of the approach. The costs inform the tradeoff between modernizing and re-writing, while the benefits inform the question of whether action is required.
The contributions of this short paper are aimed at answering questions pertinent to developers of distributed-memory only data flow programs. Specifically:
• Cost: How much effort is required to transition data flow programs to a hybrid parallel setting? Are there special advantages or disadvantages unique to data flow? What are the best approaches?
• Benefit: What benefits does hybrid parallelism add to data flow programs? (I.e., is "do nothing" a viable option?)
In our study, we find that, because of the data flow nature of the program, only (relatively) small changes were required to enable hybrid parallelism in an existing program. We also demonstrate significant benefits for performance, memory, and communication.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Hybrid Parallelism
As already discussed, hybrid parallelism combines distributed-and shared-memory techniques. For distributed-memory parallelism, nearly all applications use the MPI [1] to manage coordination between its PEs. For shared-memory parallelism, there are more options, including POSIX threads [2] , OpenMP [3] , and Intel Thread Building Blocks [4] .
Early hybrid parallelism work focused on benchmarking well-known computational kernels [5] , [6] . Subsequent work explored specific impacts of hybrid parallelism for visualization [7] . Specifically, Howison et al. showed a factor of two speedup and significant memory savings when volume rendering using 216, 000 cores with weak scaling [8] and strong scaling [9] . Camp et al. studied performance benefits for streamlines [10] and demonstrated order-of-magnitude speedups.
B. Overview of VisIt
VisIt [11] is an end-user tool for visualizing massive data sets. Its development started in the year 2000 -when hybrid parallelism was not frequently considered by developers -and continues to be heavily used and actively developed today. The project has been downloaded over 200,000 times and is used around the world, including many of the supercomputers on the Top500 [12] . VisIt contains over 1.5 million lines of C++ code, meaning reimplementing the code base from scratch for hybrid parallelism would be a substantial undertaking.
VisIt follows a client-server model, where the client runs on the user's desktop computer, and the server runs where the data can be accessed and processed, likely on a remote supercomputer. The server is parallelized; data is loaded in parallel, processed in parallel, and rendered in parallel. VisIt has scaled to tens of thousands of cores and been used to look at data sets with trillions of cells [13] .
C. Data Flow In VisIt
VisIt's server is based on data flow techniques. Visualization algorithms are encapsulated as filters, which are combined into data flow networks referred to as pipelines. VisIt contains over 300 filters, each of which performs a different data manipulation, transformation, derivation, or rendering. Users themselves decide which filters to place into a pipeline, dynamically creating exactly the visualization they want to see.
The flow is demand-driven; filters go through an "updateexecute" cycle. The cycle begins when the pipeline's sinks are asked to "update." The update requests propagate up the pipeline until they reach sources. After the sources produce data -usually by reading it from a file -data flows down the pipeline and filters execute on the data as it comes. VisIt's design is similar to (and inspired by) that of the Visualization ToolKit (VTK) [14] , but contains key enhancements. Specifically, a contract-based mechanism [15] enables filters to communicate with each other both their requirements and their opportunities for optimizations, for example data culling, where only the necessary regions of the data are loaded and processed.
III. APPROACH
VisIt's filters are implemented as C++ classes, with a deep inheritance hierarchy. The base class for all filters is avtFilter, which is an abstract type. The middle portions of the inheritance hierarchy specialize what types of data a filter operates on, e.g., mesh-based data, images, etc., or specialize its processing strategy. Concrete types implement a specific algorithm and it is these concrete types that are instantiated as part of a data flow network. This design is common to many data flow libraries; the management of execution is the same across the filters, so it is abstracted into a base class that many derived types can share.
VisIt uses data-parallel techniques to achieve parallelism. Large data sets are divided into pieces (corresponding to spatial regions); VisIt partitions these pieces over its PEs and each PE operates on its own pieces. Typically, there are many more pieces than PEs, since the simulation code often divides the data set into pieces itself for its own parallelism, and since the simulation frequently has many more PEs than the visualization program. The majority of the algorithms in VisIt are embarrassingly parallel, meaning that no coordination is required between the PEs when parallelizing. In this case, each PE operates on its pieces and the results are aggregated later on in the execution, typically during rendering.
Our goal was to have one PE on each node, and to have all the cores share that PE's workload. Previously, each PE would iterate over the pieces assigned to it (one at a time), so having each core operate on a piece was a natural extension to the existing scheme. Further, since a hybrid parallel approach reduces the number of PEs, the number of pieces per PE would go up proportionally, guaranteeing that there would be sufficient pieces to assign to the cores. Our question became: how should we schedule work to cores in a way that could remain coordinated?
Our scheme was to, for each filter execution, acquire threads from a thread pool, complete the execution, and then return the threads to the thread pool. We considered an alternate scheme where each thread would be assigned a piece and execute the entire pipeline on that piece before getting more work. We did not choose this scheme since, although many filters are embarrassingly parallel, those that require parallel coordination would require significant extensions in this context. Further, our selected scheme imposes fewer restrictions on how to carry out shared-memory parallelism. We were able to provide an implementation in the base class that worked for approximately 95% of the filters.
For the filters that require special coordination in parallel -i.e., the remaining 5% -there are two options. The first option is to disable hybrid parallelism for that filter. In this case, only one core is used from a node, which is inferior to the distributed-memory only case. However, it allows the program to continue, it takes no additional developer effort, and the rest of the program can still run in a hybrid parallel manner. The second option is to not use the infrastructure from the base class and, instead, implement custom shared memory parallelism in a way that optimizes filter execution. For example, the streamline work referenced in [10] requires sophisticated queuing of shared-memory work that goes beyond our simpler scheme. Since this scheme was already implemented in VisIt (on an experimental branch), it can simply replace the basic threading scheme with its own existing scheme.
Our work items to realize this vision are listed below. Time spent to achieve each work item is listed parenthetically.
• Threading support (3 weeks): We added an abstraction for an execution manager, which carries out assignment of work to resources. Within the execution manager, we implemented support using using POSIX threads (pthreads), including management of a thread pool, thread creation and deletion, and thread joining.
• Filter-level support (5 weeks): We added code in the base classes to engage the execution manager to round-robin pieces over the threads. Since most filter implementations had already abstracted away parallelism and were simply focused on how to execute on a given piece, 95% of filters could use this infrastructure and did not even need to be aware that they were now running in a hybrid parallel mode.
• Auditing of derived types (5 weeks): Although the thread support could be added in the base class, some filters were implemented in a non-thread-safe way.
The most common example would be a filter's method to manipulate a data set modified data members associated with the instance of the class. To catch these cases, we used VisIt's regression test suite, which contains over 7, 000 tests.
• Auxiliary infrastructure (3 weeks): VisIt's timing infrastructure outputs one file per PE and had to be modified to deal with multiple cores creating timing events simultaneously (through semaphores). A similar issue arose with the creation of log files. Finally, VisIt's job launching had to be modified to reflect hybrid parallel job submissions.
In total, this effort was approximately four months of work. The total development time in VisIt since its beginning is approximately 100 person-years, making the hybrid parallelization effort relatively quick. We note, however, that although we have transitioned the infrastructure of VisIt to hybrid parallelism, we have not completely finished the transition, especially with respect to migrating non-embarrassingly parallel filters.
IV. MEASURING THE BENEFITS OF HYBRID PARALLELISM
A. Study Overview
We compared the results of running a distributed-memory version of the program with a hybrid parallel version. The test was designed to isolate the difference between the two parallelism approaches. Both configurations used identical hardware, worked on the same data sets, and applied the same visualization algorithms.
We ran the tests on the Hopper machine at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's NERSC facility. Hopper's compute nodes each contain 32GB of memory and two twelve-core AMD 'MagnyCours' 2.1-GHz processors, for a total of twentyfour cores per node.
The experiments loaded output from a GenASiS [16] simulation of the magnetic field surrounding a solar core collapse, calculated an isosurface, and rendered the resulting surface (see Figure 1) . The data set consisted of over two billion cells, broken into 512 pieces. Rendering of an isosurface of a solar core collapse. Identical images were rendered by a distributedmemory version of VisIt, and by a hybrid parallel version, and identical hardware was used for both configurations. The differences in performance and resource consumption inform the benefits of hybrid parallelism.
We ran the experiments on three nodes. For the distributedmemory tests, we ran with 72 PEs. For the hybrid parallel tests, we ran with 3 PEs, and each PE used twenty-four cores.
B. Results
We compared the performance, memory usage, and communication patterns of the tests.
With respect to performance, we found that the hybrid parallel version was consistently faster. This is because, with isosurfacing, the amount of work per piece varies based on how much of the data set intersects the isosurface. The hybrid parallel version effectively balanced this load dynamically; the distributed-memory version had some PEs sitting idle while other cores on the same node still had work to perform. This imbalance is crucial, since the results are not displayed until all PEs have finished. The individual times for each PE can be seen in Figure 2 . Over five tests, the hybrid parallel version took between 8.28s and 8.45s, while the distributed-memory version took between 13.5s and 14.9s. The average speedup was 1.67X. The only aspect of our test that emphasized communication was the rendering. Parallel rendering is a two-step process [17] . First, each PE renders its own surface data into a sub-image. Then the PEs exchange the sub-images and composite them together using information about the depth of the surface. With the distributed-memory test, 72 sub-images are exchanged, while, with the hybrid parallel version, only 3 sub-images are exchanged. As a result, the compositing times for the hybrid parallel version are faster, averaging 0.3s versus 0.5s for the distributed-memory version. That said, we note that we have not yet converted our surface renderer to hybrid parallelism. As a result, only one core performed the first step (rendering of surface data), and the total rendering time was overall slower with the hybrid parallel version. Hybrid parallelism will be faster after the conversion, because of its advantages in compositing time.
The hybrid parallel version uses less memory, because it only loads one version of the binary. At the end of execution, the distributed-memory version uses 22.3GB, while the hybrid parallel version uses 20.7GB, for a saving of 1.6GB. This is because each instance of the program takes almost 70MB. Realistically, 1.6GB out of the available 32GB is noteworthy, but not significant. However, since architectural trends have more and more cores placed on a node and memory staying constant, this savings will become more and more important.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We found that we only needed to modify relatively few locations to convert a large application to hybrid parallelism. This is because the data flow pattern lends itself to an inheritance design and the hybrid parallelism can be addressed in a base class of an inheritance hierarchy and benefit many derived types. Further, the large majority of visualization data flow algorithms are embarrassingly parallel. If this was not the case -i.e., if many of the algorithms required parallel coordination -then this effort would have been a much more significant undertaking.
The scope for this effort was for multi-core CPUs, not many-core GPUs. Multi-core CPU platforms lend themselves to the type of refactoring described in this paper, since multicore programming environments are the same as those of single core. (In our case, VisIt's C++ code is extended to include POSIX threads.) Many-core GPU platforms require languages that enable fine-grained parallelism, such as CUDA [18] or OpenCL [19] . Three visualization libraries have emerged that tackle fine-grained parallelism: PISTON [20] , DAX [21] , and EAVL [22] . Incorporating one these libraries into a large tool like VisIt -and thus making it many-core capable -is a feasible task, especially since our newly added execution manager was designed with this use case in mind. However, the manycore transition will be significantly more time-consuming than the one considered in this study: the visualization routines in VisIt make up almost 700, 000 lines of code and this code would have to be reimplemented (and possibly re-thought) for a many-core setting.
